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AN INTEGRATED APPROACH 
ENSURES SUCCESS 

At BAW Architecture, we design control rooms, control 

buildings and operation camps that focus on a user-

driven, operator-centric approach to optimize safety 

and performance. Our buildings for Fortune 100 

companies can be found around the globe.

We bring the right mix of expertise to every project 

starting with the following focused capabilities: 

ARCHITECTURE

INTERIOR DESIGN

HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING

True satisfaction comes for us when the  
building instills such a sense of pride that 

everyone wants to work there.

Brad Adams Walker 
Architect, President and Founding Principal 

BAW Architecture
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THE MODERN  
CONTROL CENTER 
BAW Architecture has over 100 

control rooms built worldwide 

over the past 25+ years, more 

control rooms than any other 

architecture firm in the industry.

100+ ARCHITECT OF RECORD

Facility Siting

48

New Construction

24

Same Core Team

72

With EPC

35

As ASM® Associate 

Member

65

International

20+
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WHO IS BAW ARCHITECTURE
BAW is a tight-knit group of architects, interior designers and ergonomics experts who 

create innovative solutions to control building challenges. We bring scalable solutions to any 

enterprise, and often lead groups of 350 or more people on projects globally. Our operator-

centric approach results in quantifiable reductions in human errors and achieves a return on 

investment from optimized control room design.

OUR CLIENTS COME FIRST
We have forged long-term collaborations with some of the world’s most demanding clients in a 

broad range of industries. Trust is at the core of all our relationships.

WHAT WE BRING TO A PROJECT

Workstation Design

Control Room Audit

Facility Siting

Benchmarking

INDUSTRIES 

Oil & Gas

Chemical

EPC

Transportation

Utilities

Mining

Government

CLIENTS 

Chevron

ExxonMobil

Shell

Honeywell

Fluor

For a comprehensive list please visit: 

www.BAWarchitecture.com/clients

LNG Operations Camp, British Columbia, Canada | Designed 2015

A History  
of Excellence

25+
YEARS

Architecture & Interior Design

Human Factors Engineering

Construction Documents

3-D Visualization

Multi-Disciplinary Engineering

Building Code Compliance

Acoustical & A/V Engineering

Lighting Design
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WHY BAW ARCHITECTURE? 
Since designing our first control room in 1987, BAW 

Architecture has endeavored to shift the paradigm 

in the 24/7 mission-critical environment. Applying 

classic principles of architecture and interior design, 

we create state-of-the-art control rooms that give 

operators the ability to return an abnormal situation 

to normal in the shortest amount of time possible.

Our mission is to improve safety and reliability 

within a critically important space. We strive to 

create meaningful solutions that will last generations, 

and improve the morale and lives of the operators 

who work within the space.  

THE BAW DIFFERENCE 

25+ Years of Experience 

Over 100 Control Rooms Built

Operator-Centric Design Approach

Integrate Human Factors Engineering

Engage all Stakeholders

Utilize ISO Standards

Scalable Offerings

Operations Center | Designed 2010
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ARCHITECTURE + INTERIOR DESIGN
The integration of function-driven architecture and 

interior design into every aspect of a control building is 

what sets BAW Architecture apart in this industry.

Our design solutions address common operator 

problems, and there is a reason behind everything we 

do, whether we are talking light reflectance value, the 

coefficient of friction, thermal considerations, decibel 

levels or the correlation of luminance. A well thought 

out design directly impacts operator safety  

and efficiency.

EXPERTS IN  
FUNCTION-DRIVEN DESIGN 

Building Life Cycle

Maintenance Cost

Capital Expenditure

Safety

Employee Retention

Job Satisfaction

Decision Support Center, Texas, USA | Built 2015

HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
Human factors engineering (HFE) aligns the 

psychological and ergonomic workplace needs of 

the operator with that of the physical architecture 

of the central control room. 

Our operator-centric and value-driven design 

optimizes control room environments by  

harmonizing the equipment demands with 

appropriate illumination, acoustics, and work flow 

requirements. Ultimately this results in consistently 

safe and efficient projects.

WHY HFE IS CRITICAL 

Optimizes Control Room Layouts

Increases Safety

Builds Efficiencies

Incorporates ISO 11064

Influences Display and Control 
Arrangement

Promotes Operator Well-Being

Analyzes Optimal Work Flow      

Visual field in vertical plane

Non-Working Area

Occasional Work

Usual Work

Work surface reach zonesWorkstation layout and line of sight study
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